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Fears of an impasse in the U.S.-China trade
dispute lessened last week. While additional
U.S. tariffs on Chinese imports were scheduled
to take effect on September 1, China’s
government communicated that it would
refrain from taking retaliatory measures for the
moment.
U.S. stock benchmarks advanced during the
week. The S&P 500 rose 2.79% across five
trading days, and the Nasdaq Composite and
Dow Jones Industrial Average respectively
gained 2.72% and 3.02%. The MSCI EAFE
international index added just 0.25%.
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If you still receive

“Take rest; a field

paper bank statements,

that has rested gives a

you should know that

bountiful crop.”

there could be a
financial perk for
going digital: some
financial institutions
may offer you lower

-OVID

Weekly
Riddle
When I was 2 years old,
my brother was half my
age. Now I am 100 years
old, how old is my
brother?
LAST WEEK’S RIDDLE: A crook
steals $100 from a cash register. The
crook returns an hour later with the
same $100 and buys $70 in items,
receiving $30 in change. How much

fees in return for your

does the merchant lose?

choice to manage your

worth of goods, plus $30 dollars in

money online.

ANSWER: $100. The shop loses $70
cash. It is as if the merchant gave
the goods out for free as well as
$30.
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POSITIVE NEWS IN
THE TRADE DISPUTE

Thursday, a spokesman for China’s
commerce ministry said that negotiations
could resume this month, and that
discussions need to focus on “removing
the new tariffs to prevent escalation.”

MIXED CONSUMER
CONFIDENCE SIGNALS

The Conference Board’s monthly Consumer
Confidence Index was at 135.1 in August. Analysts
polled by Reuters had projected a reading of 129.5.
Consumers’ view of the present economic situation
was the best since November 2000.
On the other hand, the University of Michigan’s
monthly Consumer Sentiment Index (based on a
different collection of survey data) dropped 8.6 points
during August to 89.8; that was its biggest monthly
descent in nearly seven years.

In addition, officials in Beijing indicated
they would hold off on responding to the
U.S. tariff hikes announced Friday by the
White House.

WHAT'S NEXT

After a pause for the Labor Day holiday,
U.S. financial markets have an
abbreviated trading week. The August
jobs report may influence Friday’s Wall
Street session, and any news pertaining
to U.S.-China trade talks could also
influence the markets.
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